David Koch
July 11, 2018
VIA OVERNIGHT UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
DELIVERY CONFIRMATION REQUESTED

Ms. Vijaya Gadde, Esq.
General Counsel
Twitter, Inc.
1355 Market Street
Suite 900
San Francisco, California 94103
Greetings Ms. Gadde:

Re: Twitter Ad Support Case #88236157

The purpose of this letter is to resolve a problem with Twitter, Inc. through
our coordinated efforts toward a mutual understanding and communication.
The undersigned has two (2) accounts with Twitter:
1. @David_J_Koch
2. @StainOnAmerica
Both of the aforementioned Twitter accounts are registered to the
undersigned, with accurate and verifiable information.
On or about July 10, 2018, the undersigned began an advertising campaign,
was charged, and paid for, and was granted a “Promote Mode” account under
the @StainOnAmerica Twitter handle.
On or about July 10, 2018 and July 11, 2018, Twitter marked both accounts
as “not eligible.”
The undersigned has exchanged numerous email messages with adsupport@twitter.com. In relevant part, Twitter has provided the following
explanation for the suspension of my advertising accounts: “Violating content
includes, but is not limited to, that which is offensive, vulgar, or obscene.”
One of the suspended accounts had been approved, and Twitter received
payment. Twitter has ignored my requests to clarify and specify what content
it believes violates its policies.
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The Twitter account, @StainOnAmerica links to www.stainonamerica.com,
through an intermediary link, www.stainonamericamint.com.
A commemorative coin has been minted that chronicles a historical period in
American History. The coin and the website contain exact quotations, which
are a matter of an established historical record. These exact quotes are
available at numerous credible sources, including Wikipedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump_Access_Hollywood_tape

The following language is incorporated on the home page of the website for
this historical commemorative coin. The undersigned would opine that the
quote is verbatim, it is a matter of a historical record, and any vulgarity
therein arguably supersedes any Twitter policy on the basis of the fact that it
is a serious and permanent part of American History. There may also be
First Amendment considerations, however I am neither an attorney, nor am I
a constitutional scholar. That would be a question for the judiciary.
Please read the oratory, which is an exact copy of that which is published on
the undersigned’s website.
THE SHINING CITY UPON A HILL
The commemorative coin available on this website is not intended to be
comical or some kind of shenanigan, nor is it meant to be an overt criticism.
It is an insignia that is emblematic of an extraordinarily serious and
astonishingly dismal period in United States history.
As a Nation, the United States is experiencing a historic period, which may
well be chronicled among its darkest stains.
With the assistance of at least one foreign foe, The Russian Federation, The
United States elected and seated an individual into the Office of President of
the United States, whose decorum is demonstratively representative of his
core character.
Some may argue that many of the actions of the current occupant of the
United States Presidency are a collective Stain on America.
This
commemorative coin exemplifies the very core of the person whose quotation
appears on its reverse side.
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Within his first five hundred thirty days as the occupant of the Office of the
United States Presidency, that White House tenant has cataloged over three
thousand untruthful or misleading statements to America, Her People and
Her free press; he has caused grievous and irreparable damage to Her most
sacred institutions; through a cunning and mendacious scheme, he has
decimated Her intelligence community and Her national security apparatus;
he has alienated America’s closest World allies; he has surrounded himself
with sycophants that have facilitated the dismantlement of revered
protections – all of which were implemented For the People and By the
People; he has stated that the Founders who penned the United States
Constitution were unfair to him and his autocratic aspirations, as he
conspicuously romances symbiotic relationships with history’s most appalling
and decadent despots; he has announced that the nation’s free press is the
enemy of the American People; he has disparaged women, the disabled, and
virtually every race that is not Caucasian; he has divided our nation by
acquiescing the very ignorance that accommodates an esoteric agenda of
sowing fear, bigotry and hate; he has separated children from their parents
solely for his personal sadistic and narcissistic gratifications; and, he has
displayed cavalier, categorical and reckless disregard for the Rule of Law.
There are many words and expletives that are used to describe the individual
who occupies the Office of the United States Presidency at this time.
However there is nothing that serves to more fully define an individual’s core
character better than the individuals’ own spoken words.
Whether or not a person is a supporter of the individual that occupies the
Office of the United States Presidency, the accompanying commemorative
coin captures the essence of that individual’s ethical character, his moral
compass, and his capacity, or absence thereof, to lead a people who have
spilled blood and spent treasure to defend the Worlds’ “Shining City Upon a
Hill.”
Two Hundred Forty Two Years of building and maintaining Her
Independence, currently in decline, yet confident that America will witness
Her Constitutions’ finest hour.

The quotations made by Mr. Trump are included on the website and on the
commemorative coin featured thereon.
Admittedly, the undersigned is personally offended with the verbatim
language that describes the core character of its author. The undersigned is
also offended, and finds the Vietnam Conflict vulgar and offensive, the
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manner in which the United States is treating immigrant families vulgar and
offensive, as well as a host of other historical events.
Irrespective of anyone’s offence, or mine, nevertheless the commemorative
coin is historical. The intent is not to offend the Twitter community, but
rather to make the historical record permanent.
I would be grateful if you would examine my privileges to advertise on the
Twitter platform, the truthful and accurate historical information that I am
providing.
Kindly let me know if Twitter will reinstate my advertising accounts by July
25, 2018 at 5:00 P.M. Pacific Time. An email from you or one of your
colleagues would be most appreciated.
Best regards,
/s/
David J. Koch

